Hello, we are Every Interaction.
We specialise in user experience
and user interface design.

Our clients choose us for our
expertise in the following areas
New digital products

User interface redesign

You have a new concept that needs to be planned
and designed from the ground up. We help develop
the UX strategy, design and delivery of your MVP.

Your product UI needs an update. You are looking
for a specialist UI agency to create an interface that
your users are going to love.

Improving existing products

Website design and build

This is where you either want us to carry out a
complete overhaul of a service or focus on a
specific area that needs improving.

We typically work on large complex websites or
marketing sites created to sell a product that we
have also helped to design.

We’re passionate about every
project we are involved in
We believe in design craftsmanship, removing friction
and improving efficiency. We care about our clients, it’s
imperative that we get you where you want to be.
We like to work collaboratively and iteratively with you,
always championing the needs of your users so that your
business needs are met in turn.
Here’s a few journeys we’ve taken...

The Economist Espresso

A short sharp shot
of news
A brief morning digest of world news designed
to be read while enjoying your morning coffee.
We helped define the experience of this iOS and
Android app. Working agile with the Pivotal Labs
development team the app reached number 1 in
the App Store News category.

InsightBee

From MVP to full
platform delivery
A disruptive MVP for a global research company
which grew into a suite of award winning business
intelligence products. We designed and built all
of the front-end application UI whilst working
alongside a back-end team in Zurich and a product
team in London and New Delhi.

View case study

Surecloud

Risk and compliance
software simplified
An application that brings complex spreadsheet
tasks online making compliance activities easier to
manager for large employers. We built the front-end
templates and worked with the in-house product
and development team to iterate the product into
a new UI, simplifying the navigation structure and
hierarchy of the tool.

MyDrive

Driving improved
behaviour
We worked closely with the team to develop a
product road-map and give their existing user-base
an improved experience. After delivering the app
we went on to redesign their website. MyDrive was
acquired by Generali shortly after completion.

View case study

Shutl

Delivery service
acquired by eBay
A product which pivoted an existing business
model, moving a B2B delivery service to a more
C2C focussed app. Adopting an agile workflow
with Pivotal Labs we moved the idea through
conception, wireframes, user-testing, design and
build to create a functional responsive web-app in
9 weeks. Shutl have since been acquired by eBay.

View case study

Athena Advisers

A new build for a global
property developer
We delivered a new experience and platform to
align with a re-brand and a new strategy. The site
combines a portfolio with engaging destination
guides and content on property investment. Built
on a custom Zend Framework CMS this update has
given the business the tools they need to grow
their business for many year ahead.

View case study

We add value and we can prove it
•

The Economist Espresso app
#1 in the App Store in its category

•

MyDrive app
Lead to acquisition by Generali Group

•

Shutl service design
Lead to acquisition by eBay

•

InsightBee Sales intelligence
Best Lead Generation Tool Innovation Award 2016

The path our process takes, depends
entirely on where you’re at
Working with us might involve...

Workshop/discovery/research

UX & interaction design

We immerse ourselves in your product,
understand the goals of your business and users.
Benchmark your service. Plan our UX strategy.

Create personas, user journey mapping, sitemapping, interaction flows, wireframe prototype,
user testing, analysis and prototype iteration.

Visual design

Delivery & deployment

Design concept iteration, review, design rollout,
design prototype iteration, responsive design,
testing and iteration.

Design assets, technical prototype, front-end build,
back end development/integration as required,
quality assurance of build.

Let’s work together.
Drop us a line and come and visit
us at our London Bridge studio.
Get in touch...
+44 (0)20 3653 1310
hello@everyinteraction.com
www.everyinteraction.com

